Sales Performance Improvement
The CappcoPartners team manage and improve revenue
generation processes by fine tuning the value proposition,
implementing demand creation campaigns which drive quality
leads and create a consistent sales process in order to close deals
more quickly and with less discounting. We implement these
processes with experience sales and marketing professionals
and by using best of breed methodologies and tools.
We implement the “Value Based Sales TM” methodology during
our engagements which is an approach that quantifies the value
the solution delivers. This ensures the prospect understands
and can measure the value they receive which allows the sales
team to minimise discounting and increase differentiation.

Sales and Marketing Assessment

Our proprietary “Growth Assessment Model TM” assesses
and measures the sales and marketing capabilities
and gives detailed information relating to the target
company’s ability to deliver their growth plan.
We use a systemic and fact based approach to assess the
company’s current sales and marketing capabilities, processes,
strategy and management. Approximately 250 data points
are examined and each will have a detailed explanation
and numerical ratings based on the CappcoPartners
“Growth Assessment Model TM” methodology. The
following areas of the company will be assessed in detail:
1. Sales Messaging
2. Brand Awareness
3. Lead Generation
4. Sales Execution
5. Client Management
The formal assessment document that is created measures
the current situation, strengths and weaknesses and this
process usually take less than 5 days to complete.
The analysis of comprehensive, specific and
measurable information resulting from CappcoPartners
systematic and fact based approach will:
• Verify the accuracy of the sales and marketing plan
• Uncover short term revenue opportunities
• Identify short term performance improvements
in the sales and marketing departments
• Benchmark companies against others in your sector

Sales and Brand Strategy

Our “Sales Performance Improvement” process is designed
to identify and exploit your key differentiated services. We
take a hands-on approach to validating and implementing
your unique sales messages throughout all demand
creation campaigns and marketing communications.
We optimise the company’s brand value by assessing the
key sales messages and aligning these to your ability to
deliver. We analyse the key purchasing factors, validate
the target markets and implement communication
strategies to grow the brand value. This will be
communication through the branding of the website,
collateral, case studies and all external communications.
We optimize the value proposition and messaging by:
• Ensuring the messages are embedded
in all external communications
• Implementing improvements to the
website and marketing material
• Developing communication strategies for the
new and existing product and service roadmap,
including release plans which ensure the company
and clients have a clear knowledge of the plans
for the release dates , value and content
• Creation and/or validation of the marketing and sales
processes and tools which complement the sales strategy
• We advise client’s on pricing models which
will optimise their competitive situation

Sales Process Implementation

Sales Team Effectiveness

In order to implement a consistent sales process
based on the specific requirements of the target
market the following areas are analysed:

We have worked with Aston University to develop a
psychometric tool specifically for assessing personality
and core competencies for sales and marketing staff.
In developing the tool we have mapped out the 13
key personality traits that can help understand your
teams natural preferences and patterns of behaviour.
This will help you understand their strengths but also
anticipate any weaknesses or development needs.

We implement the “Value Based Sales TM” methodology
during our engagements which is an approach that
quantifies the value the solution delivers. This ensures
the prospect understands and can measure the
value they receive which allows the sales team to
minimise discounting and increase differentiation.

• Deal analysis – won/lost and no decision deals
• Validate the sales messages communicated
to your prospects by the sales team
• Validate the target market buying behaviour
• Agree the competitive differentiators
• Review the quality of sales presentations
The end result is a consistent pipeline process where
each salesperson fully understands the criteria for each
pipeline stage and as a result all pipeline information is
correct and consistent across the entire sales team:
1. Agreed and measurable sales activities and
deliverables at each pipeline stage.
2. The lead qualification process is agreed between
sales and marketing and each group has measurable
objectives and clear roles and responsibilities.
3. A consistent deal review process
4. An account planning process
5. Internal agreement on sales and marketing metrics
6. A formal CRM policy which has measurable
activities, usage and reports.

We have created a unique sales and marketing assessment
framework, which utilises our expertise in assessing the
skills and capabilities of the sales and marketing teams
and individuals. Our analysis and recommendations
provides investors and executive teams with insight into
how to enhance value of both people and processes.

With experience in training over 52 firms in 9 countries we
offer a combination of bespoke and scheduled training courses
focused on sales success. All our trainers are experienced
sales people with a proven track record in assisting underperforming and inexperienced teams increase their sales skills.
Our partners are experi3enced sales and marketing
executives and are available to assist our clients on an
interim basis. The main services we can provide are:
• Conduct regular deal and account reviews
• Manage ad hoc and regular campaigns
• Manage sales and marketing staff while the
recruitment of permanent executives is in process
• Manage all social media activities
• Outsource the lead generation process
to our telemarketing unit
• Outsource the writing of all content for the
website and marketing collateral

Lead Generation

Our marketing optimisation methodology guides companies
through the process of revising their marketing plans,
developing long term campaigns, improving key aspects of
their marketing programs and providing active help where
needed during implementation. We work closely with
your sales and marketing teams to create an integrated
lead generation plan that weaves together a consistent
message and contact strategies across all activities.

Implement lead generation best practices

The objective is to increase revenue by improving the
lead generation process which will deliver additional high
quality leads to the sales teams. The key components are:

• Lead Insight - Monitor prospect activity across the
website, social media and pay per click programs to
identify and interact with the best leads at the right time

• Developing an integrated Lead Generation
program that optimises the marketing mix
• Aligning the targeting and database strategies with
a sales focus and business growth priorities
• Design campaigns from a customer perspective that
pull them through their purchasing process
• Ensure the website is structured to support key
messages, easy to navigate and generates registrations
• Create an effective Search Engine optimisation plan to
drive website traffic through organic and paid search
• Implement a Social Media strategy that covers
appropriate channels (LinkedIn, Facebook,
Twitter, blogs, You Tube and others)
• Exploit existing material and develop new
content based on key messaging, including
white papers, videos and case studies
• Utilise this content in lead generation campaigns
and as high performance tools for the sales team
• Implement marketing automation and analytic tools to
manage, monitor and refine the lead generation process

Generate more leads in less time, and with fewer resources:
• Lead Nurturing - Build relationships with prospects
over time and drive successful conversion rates
• Lead Scoring - Qualify and score leads using
demographics and behaviour in response to
marketing programs and online activities

• Manage marketing tools - Deploy and manage
marketing automation and measurement tools

Apply marketing campaign tools

Maximise brand impact and lead generation performance:
• Inbound Marketing - Increase campaign results
with search engine optimisation, targeted landing
pages and tools to better understand keywords and
phrases which drive the most traffic and leads.
• E-mail Marketing - Create and execute campaigns
that pull buyers through their purchasing process
using the most efficient email marketing tools.
• Social Media - Develop a Social Media Marketing
plan including Facebook, twitter, blogs, youtube
and others by building optimised landing pages and
forms which track all prospect interactions online.
• Event Management - Streamline the process
for managing webinars and live events including
capturing registrations, automating follow up
and reminders driving increased attendance

Marketing Services

We provide a complete marketing and lead generation service and all are implemented by experience marketing staff and
where applicable we use trusted partners who have a specific marketing specialisation.

Data Cleansing and List Purchasing

Social Media Marketing

Lead Qualification and Appointment Setting

SEO Optimisation

Marketing Content and Design

Customer and Prospect Research

• Website text and content

• What differentiates your company from your
competitors and how this helps your customers

We offer a variety of data cleansing services including
preference service flagging, de-duplication and PAF
verification. With access to over 2.5M businesses and
22M households we are able to provide company
names, telephone numbers, business addresses, email
addresses and designated contacts via their job title.

We target the hard to reach decision makers using our talented
telemarketers whose training and experience in speaking to
decision makers will lead to immediate opportunities. We
create meetings with purchase influencers including senior
directors. Our team has a proven track record of successfully
arranging high impact sales meetings and appointments.

Our marketing experts assist our clients create impressive
collateral which complements the brand and focuses
on the company’s key differentiators and ensures a
perception of high quality. We write and fine tune the
following: Use copywriting services that follow

• Marketing collateral - product and service
brochures and datasheets
• Case studies and press releases
• Campaign content

We devise and implement communication strategies that
best underpin business objectives. We determine the most
effective ways to communicate to key stakeholders, using
product, consumer and trade PR; media, blogger and analyst
relations, social media management; speaker programs;
award entries; reputation and crisis management

Combine key phrase research and SEO copywriting to
improve search engine rankings and engage readers.
Get return on investment from your website with SEO
copywriting that combines classical marketing with new
school techniques to Improve your website’s position
within a search engine’s organic (unpaid) search results.

We conduct research into your customers’ perceptions
of your service which is enormously rewarding as the
lessons learned can add value to your operations,
your product and service design and your sales and
marketing teams. Our customer research will identify:

• Where you are failing to deliver value and what
your customers intend to do about it
• Other products and services you could
be selling to your customers
• Cross-selling opportunities

Capital Raising & Acquisition Services

Post-Acquisition Integration

We have combined the experience of strategic consulting
and sales and marketing management into a framework
which allows us to quickly and accurately perform the due
diligence. This combination gives a total picture of the
target company’s ability to deliver their growth plan.

After a merger closes this period is critical to
demonstrate value and tangible benefits to employees,
customers, and investors. The objective is to exploit
short term opportunities through the following:

Due Diligence

We assesses the sales and marketing operations of the
target company and verify the accuracy of the sales
and marketing plan and whether this is achievable with
the existing operational capabilities plus the capital
expenditure that is outlined in the business plan. In an
effort to establish a better framework for the due diligence
process we focus the evaluation on the firms sales and
marketing operations. Our Execution Capability Rating
“ECR” is our proprietary approach based on a rating
methodology which has been develop and fine-tuned over
the last 5 years and after many successful engagements.

Capital Raising Preparation

Take advantage of a specialist service that identifies
potential operational issues that may be discovered
during the vendor due diligence process. Our specialist
team uses our tried and tested methodology and tool- kit
and has a proven track record of delivering successful
operational due diligence engagements. Cappco Partners
has assembled an Exit Support team with significant
experience in sales and marketing process and operations.

The first 100 days

Build sales and revenue momentum - Companies must
focus on winning a few critical large transactions early as
proof-of-concept cases, using the full weight of the top
team, product development, salespeople, and technical
support. We implement an account planning and deal review
process which details key actions and objectives for the
clients and prospects with the most revenue potential.
Review the customer portfolio - We examine the clients
where renegotiating contracts have the best value to the
company and allocate the resources to drive short term
revenue without damaging long term relationships.
Management assistance - the creation and enhancement
of the sales and marketing KPIs and the validation of sales
targets, sales compensation and territory allocation.
Creation of consistent processes - Understand quickly
what each company does well and implement these
best practices such as consistent sales and pipeline
measurement processes . across the entire company.
This also includes agreeing a CRM policy and the usage
of other sales and marketing automation tools.

About CappcoPartners

CappcoPartners was formed in 2009 to provide sales and marketing services to private equity and venture capital backed firms,
struggling to meet their growth plans. We are staffed with experienced professionals who have successfully implemented
positive change for small and mid-sized firms across all major industries. Each partner has a successful track record in
implementing change and extensive experience in growing revenue. Since 2009 CappcoPartners has successfully grown
revenue by £75m for our clients and have added £300m in Enterprise Value to their investors.

Mark Cappell

The Founder of CappcoPartners in 2009 and an experienced
executive with over 25 years’ experience of managing software
and service companies. Has been the CEO for 4 software
and service companies and has managed 5 buy outs which
have added value in excess of £300m for investors.

Steve Hacking
Steve manages the strategy and pricing
engagements for CappcoPartners and has
experience in managing in excess of 80
commercial due diligence projects.

Justin Sycamore
Justin Sycamore has over 22 years of sales and
sales management experience as a senior
sales manager at a number of capital markets
software firms, including Charles River
Development, and Steelhead Systems, a spinout from Merrill Lynch. Recently Justin
founded a eLearning software company and
successful sold this in 2016.

Barsa Ray

Anna Hutton-North

A widely experienced consultant
specialising in investigative interviewing
and identification of operational best
practice. As a professional interviewer
and researcher, she has conducted over
2,000 interviews as part of due diligence
and sales assessment projects.

Anna Hutton-North is a highly motivated
strategic B2B marketer and bid professional
with particular expertise in the area of crossselling marketing and lead generation to
facilitate business development. Author of
the annual CEO Guide to Success and
Marketing Trends Reports and the Get
Serious Bid Leaders Confidence survey.

Chris Allen

Claire Cadogan

Chris manages the Cappco training
practice and has over 30 years
of experience delivering training
programmes to over 200 companies
including the London Stock Exchange,
Microsoft, Oracle and Panasonic.

Claire manages all research
assignments and has a background in
business strategy specialising in
market trends, research and analysis and
business development.

CappcoPartners
The CappcoPartners team are proud to be members of the
two most prestigious turnaround organisations in the UK

Green Park House
15 Stratton Street
London W1J 8LQ
www.cappcopartners.com

